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Gravid female Arthroleptis troglodytes. Photo: Francois Becker.
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A naturalist guides a group of preschool students in a search for tadpoles at the Harris Center’s
educational “frog pond.” Photo: Harris Center for Conservation Education (New Hampshire).

Raising the Next Generation of Amphibian Aficionados
By Dave Huth

O

ne of the most widely applied principles of conservation is
summarized in Senegalese conservationist Baba Dioum’s
declaration to the IUCN’s 1968 General Assembly: “In the
end we will conserve only what we love, we will love only what
we understand, and we will understand only what we are taught.”
In the spirit of this often-quoted ideal, many conservationists labor to bring together knowledge and action through a bridge of
love. A frequent focus of energy for that labor is teaching and empowering children.

Journalist Richard Louv’s best-selling Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children From Nature-Deficit Disorder (Algonquin Books of
Chapel Hill, 2005) presents a virtual manifesto for the improvement
of human life by raising children with experiences of the natural
world. Not as frequently cited is the corollary of Louv’s argument:
teaching children to know and value nature will also provide the
foundation of nature’s conservation well into the future.
Conserving amphibians is a notoriously multi-fronted battle.
Habitat destruction, the spread of pathogens and invasive species,
changing climate, and other threats can all be described through
their most obvious common characteristic—values-motivated collective decisions made by human beings.

USING WONDER TO SHAPE YOUNG MINDS

This 5 year old has been taught to carefully and safely find and identify salamanders in the
forests of Allegany County, New York (USA). Photo: Dave Huth.

How can human values be shaped to encourage decisions that
protect and preserve the habitats and disease-free environments
amphibians need to survive and thrive?
Jeff Beane, Herpetology Collections Manager at the North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences, believes children are especially open to internalizing the values of conservation.
“Children can have more of a sense of wonder than adults,” Beane
says of his work educating the public, “and early experiences that
make a positive impression on them can be things that they carry
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for the rest of their lives… If they are taught to be conservationists
early in life, chances are they always will be.”
Rachel Rommel-Crump, a conservation practitioner and ASG’s
Communications & Education Working Group facilitator, agrees.
“For a future conservation outcome, I find it important that young
people learn to think critically and understand the importance and
interrelatedness of the world around them, how they impact the
natural world, and how that, in turn, can impact themselves and
others.”
But Rommel-Crump also believes these efforts don’t necessarily
need a long wait to produce results: “Not only are young people
the future stewards of our natural resources, they can also have an
impact on conservation efforts today.” She says she’s encouraged
by ways that young people worldwide often surprise their elders
by self-mobilizing for environmental issues that they care about.
“Youth campaigns have been responsible for many of the designations of state amphibians across the United States, and have also
been involved in speaking out to local policymakers,” she says.

THE
NEXT
GENERATION
AMBASSADORS

OF

AMPHIBIAN

For many conservationists, developing approaches to encourage
children and young adults for a life of support and action on behalf of amphibians is an ongoing process of experimentation and
adaptation. Many find it important to think strategically, to educate
young people as ambassadors to peer groups, or even parents, beyond the reach of any particular program or organization.
Melanie Smith, an environmental educator and director of communications for the Roger Tory Peterson Institute (RTPI) in Jamestown, New York, says she is enthusiastic about kids’ propensity for
networking and sharing their ideas.
“Fortunately, younger people often have the advantage of shar-

Opportunities for children to express curiosity about the living world can develop a
tendency to support conservation values as adults. Photo: Dave Huth.

ing the same perspective as their peers, and they are often better
received when they relay information or experiences with their
families and communities,” Smith says.
Elyse Henshaw, who collaborates with Smith at RTPI as a conservation technician and self-described “lover and cuddler of
salamanders and frogs,” notes that parents tend to catch a child’s
excitement in public outreach programs. She described the institute’s springtime “Salamander Saturday” event, which included a
woodland walk to a vernal pool for entire families, not just kids.
“Although the kids were more likely to get their hands in the

A curious boy explores a creek for Northern Dusky Salamanders (Desmognathus fuscus), Fridley Gap in the George Washington National Forest of Virginia (USA), Photo: Steven David
Johnson.
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mud and flip logs looking for salamanders, parents and grandparents became just as fascinated by what the children wanted to
show them, saying ‘I didn’t know those things live here!’ and asking questions” Henshaw says. The word she uses to describe the
most common reaction to encountering amphibians in the field is
“joy,” which, she says “is infectious.”

GETTING KIDS’ HANDS DIRTY
These direct encounters with living animals make some of the
most effective and lasting impressions on young people. Jennifer
Pramuk, animal curator at Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, stresses
that a public educator’s job need not be more complicated than
facilitating an interaction.
“If you have those moments,” she says of the opportunities for
children to hold an amphibian, or to get a close look at one of its
predators of other associated species, “The animals themselves
make all the magic. They’re the stars, the ones that do all the work.”
Jeff Beane agrees that children seem naturally drawn to living
animals, and presented with one safely by a knowledgeable adult
who’s passionate about its value “will capture nearly any kid’s interest, and usually hold it for about as long as anything else you
could show them.”
Often these encounters overcome what seem to be internalized
fears or revulsions many children may feel. Kids may be isolated
from experiences in natural spaces like forests, streamsides or even
public parks. Elyse Henshaw worries that parents and teachers,

Involving kids in citizen science projects can make a lasting impact, such as this boy
assisting biologists in the field during a spring migration of Ambystoma maculatum.
Photo: Brett Amy Thelen.

who themselves often don’t know much about amphibians and
their habitats, instill unnecessary hesitancy or misconceptions in
children.
Henshaw’s experience with young children has been that they
are ready and eager to touch a smooth moist frog, pick up a wriggly
salamander, gently prod a toad to hop. But by the time they reach
adolescence, many students who show up to educational events
will hold back, and even resist connecting emotionally with small
animals. Henshaw blames a general lack of time spent outdoors,
which creates an uncertainty and discomfort for kids wishing to
integrate confidently with peer groups.
Without opportunities for new positive associations, this continues into young adulthood, a situation Henshaw, who is 25, says is
especially frustrating.
“People my age are always distracted,” she says. “It’s not always
cool to show interest in something a little unusual or scary.”

CONSERVATIONISTS FOR LIFE

On an educational outing with a teacher trained in biology, two girls prepare to wade
into a stream in Erie County, NY (USA) to satisfy their in-born curiosity about the natural
world. Photo: Peace of the City Ministries.

Jennifer Pramuk notes research that suggests the younger age
children are exposed to positive experiences with natural environments and animals, the more likely they’ll be to form lifelong attachments leading to supportive actions in conservation.
She tells a captivating story about her own introduction to American Toads (Anaxyrus americanus) growing up in Ohio, chasing and
catching them, staring into their eyes, cradling them in her hand
while drawing pictures of them. She describes these encounters
as finally leading to a “revelation,” after which she confidently informed her mother: “I have a life calling. I’m going to do this for
the rest of my life.” She was about 6 years old.
“I’ve seen that same switch turn on in the eyes of many children,”
Pramuk says, adding it’s deeply satisfying to observe. But the older
a person is, the harder it can be to turn that switch. “It’s like learning a language. It can be done when you’re older. But it’s easier and
more natural when you’re young,” she says.
Pramuk says she believes amphibians can be ideal introductions
to the wider planet of organisms and ecosystems, because they are
small enough for a child’s hand, easy to locate if you’re small, they
don’t bite or scratch like a rodent, they don’t fly away like a bird.
Along similar lines, Rachel Rommel-Crump calls amphibians a
“gateway” to conservation advocacy and action, which she promotes as a way to engage even fearful, resistant teenagers who
haven’t previously had opportunities for contact and understanding of nature.
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“My experience is that when a program appeals to a child’s sense
of empowerment, you can really get them connected,” she says.

YOUNG CITIZEN SCIENTISTS
Rommel-Crump advocates for citizen science projects in which
kids collect data, and participate directly in work that is benefitting native animals. “I have conducted hands-on science programs
with amphibians that have started with a lot of apprehension at the
prospect of touching a toad.” She goes on to describe how, working alongside biologists in the field, young people who collect GPS
and environmental data, search for toads, and take measurements,
“forgot about any fear they may have had.”
Rommel-Crump relies on child development concepts that appear when children start to reason and solve problems. Involving
young people directly in solving problems, which adults haven’t
yet mastered, can engage their interest with a feeling of meaningful
contribution.
“Once you can tap into this by empowering them as the citizen
scientist or the species hero or the educator, how they can make
a difference, I think you make them braver and more passionate
about saving amphibians,” she says.
Elyse Henshaw takes an expansive view of the value of inspiring
children and young adults to take amphibian conservation seriously. “Getting younger people involved in conservation brings
opportunity not just to teach,” she says, “but also to learn— ourselves—as conservation professionals.
Henshaw says that it’s one thing for her to conduct research and
publish her findings for other professionals. But when she takes
the step to explain what she knows to young people, she’s forced
to frame her work with a sense of meaning or purpose that may not
have been immediately apparent before.
“Having knowledge is transformed by drawing kids in, and then
spreading that knowledge,” Henshaw says. Often this takes on
new significance with the most common response a child has when
a question they have about amphibians is answered—they ask a
new question.
Melanie Smith has a similar experience working with children—
even her own 7-year-old son. “While the state of conservation
efforts today (or the environment at large) may sometimes seem
very doom-and-gloom, signs of hope can present themselves in
unexpected places.” Smith herself has a renewed sense of hope
when her son teaches her something she didn’t know about a local
organism.

Exploring wetlands and other natural habitats is educational for children by allowing
them to explore using their natural sense of play. Photo: Dave Huth.

Henshaw elaborates on this unexpected dynamic. “Time spent
with kids is time for them to come up with really good questions,
or look at a subject with a new perspective,” she says. “In our
jobs we take questions seriously, and expect to be taken seriously
ourselves.” When a child raises a question of their own, Henshaw
says, “We then have to take their questions seriously…which can
give a whole new way of looking at what we’re doing.”
Henshaw views engagement with youth to be keeping an important conversation going through time. “If we spark interest in
young people, that interest can carry through a lifetime. Not only
the lifetime of the kids, but the lifetime of … the whole conservation effort of this generation… It’s kids that make that happen.”

High school students, participating in Seattle’s Woodland Park Zoo Amphibian
Exploring wetlands and other natural habitats is educational for children by allowing

Monitoring Program, pose with educational staff in 2014. Some of the course participants

them to explore using their natural sense of play. Photo: Dave Huth.

are pursuing careers in conservation, biology or related careers. Photo: Jennifer Pramuk.
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American toad (Anaxyrus americanus). Photo: Dave Huth.
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